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Concordia BAJA Racing has a history of building off-road vehicles spanning over

25 years. Every year, the BAJA team must design a complete vehicle and build it in

order to compete in official SAE Collegiate Design Series competitions, where we

compete against other universities from across the world. While the engine is

provided by SAE International, the team must design the chassis, suspension,

steering, brakes, drivetrain, and electrical systems to outperform competitors.

Vehicles are tested to near destruction during several of six possible events:

acceleration, suspension and traction, rock crawl, maneuverability, hill climb, sled

pull, and the competition culminates with a 4-hour wheel to wheel endurance

race.

ABOUT BAJA RACING

While our team and project are partially funded by Concordia University, the

majority of our finances are raised through sponsorship and fundraising. We

depend heavily on the generosity of our sponsors to finance our project and allow

us to compete in competitions. By supporting the team, you are supporting the

future of many soon-to-be engineers with a passion for what they do. This co-

curricular activity gives Concordia students the rare and unique opportunity to

collaborate with peers in a fun and exciting environment. In return, Baja SAE can

provide numerous forms of marketing and visibility for its sponsors. This includes,

but is not limited to, logo placement on our vehicles and apparel, as well as on

other promotional material such as our website, banners, pamphlets, and our

website.

WHY SPONSOR US?



MESSAGE FROM THE COORDINATOR

The upcoming competition year is very exciting for our

team as the integration of the new 4-wheel drive

rules which mandate that all vehicles must be able to

power all 4 wheels will challenge us to design and

build Concordia’s first ever 4-wheel drive Baja. For

the 2021 - 2022 competition year, the team will be

focusing on the design, manufacturing, testing, and

integration of a multitude of new systems.

The CBR21 vehicle will include a newly designed single

braced frame which will save weight while ensuring

the vehicle remains safe and stiff. A new suspension

system with improvements kinematics, a new

hub/upright assembly, and a custom steering rack. A

new custom gearbox and custom front differential to

be able to power all 4 wheels as effectively as

possible and finally, a custom electronic continuously

variable transmission to optimize our engine power to

allow for optimal acceleration and downshifting.

The team has experienced remarkable growth in

numbers over the past couple years and is hoping to

attend 3 international competitions throughout this

year with the goal of a top 10 finish at an official SAE

competition in 2022. Now more than ever, the Baja

team will be relying on the support of those who

choose to sponsor us to keep pushing boundaries and

reaching new heights. Together we believe we can

achieve some truly great things, 

Thank you,

Alexa Del Paggio, Baja Coordinator



Single braced frame design

15% weight reduction while maintaining overall

stiffness

Ergonomic seating and pedal position

Development of an accelerometer data

acquisition system for suspension subsystem

Refinement of engine speed and throttle

position data acquisition system

Integration of HUD system on steering wheel

Integrate the electronic CVT

Validate and integrate first-ever AWD system

Manufacturing and validation of new system

Custom steering rack to improve handling

Acquisition and testing of shocks

Full dynamic car model

CHASSIS AND ERGONOMICS

ELECTRONICS AND DATA ACQUISITION

DRIVETRAIN

SUSPENSION

GOALS FOR 2021-2022



“Too often in engineering circles does one

hear the phrase ‘You'll learn it on the job’.

It's a catch-all term used to define all the

gaps in knowledge that newly graduated

engineers will need to fill after they get

their first job. This has led to a cycle where

students are ill-prepared out of university

lacking the technical applicability that they

will need in their career. Concordia SAE

Baja provides an optimal platform for young

engineering students to acquire practical

skills necessary across all industries. Being a

member of an off-road undergraduate

racing team allows one to compete against

universities across North America and even

the world. By having the opportunity to

design, manufacture, test, validate and

iterate on generations of designs, this team

offers an opportunity like no other. This

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity allows

students to experience various aspects of

the engineering career while building upon

previous knowledge and achievements that

would be impossible otherwise!”

Arman Khachaturyan, Mechanical

Engineering Student and Team Captain

2018-2020         

“Baja SAE is the greatest project you

can do in university. In my years with the

team, I got to design, build, and test 3

different cars. I also got to travel

through 15 states, to summer and winter

competitions. During the competition, I

got to present our suspension design to

professional judges with years of

experience on the matter. I also

learned to troubleshoot problems and

solve them in a matter of minutes

during pit stops in order to not lose

track of time. I spent two years

managing the team, ensuring

everything was built and assembled on

time and within budget. Through all of

this, I built great relationships with my

teammates, which are now great

friends, and with engineers from all

over the world. Baja SAE competitions

are great opportunities to get out there

and help each other out. After all, the

more cars there are on the track, the

better the race is.”

Mathieu Bérubé, Mechanical Engineer

and CBR Alumni

TEAM TESTIMONIALS



SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

For the duration of one year:  August-August.

Logos sized proportionally as per numberof sponsors andtheir respective levels.

We offer many forms of visibility and promotion to our industry partners. Our

sponsors benefit from a bright audience: engineering students and faculty, both at

Concordia and  at many other universities who we meet at our competitions across

North America. Our sponsors also benefit from promotion on the Society website,

mentions on the team’s social media accounts and on promotional material, from

competition apparel to banners.

Sponsorship 
Levels

Logo size on
team vehicle

Logo in media
publications

Social media
publications Website

Platinum
$5,000+

Gold
$3,000-5,000

Silver
$1,500-3,000

Bronze
$500-1,500

Sponsor
<$500

Text

Small

Medium

Large

Large, most
visible location

Large

Medium

Small

Text

Extra Large

Text

Logo

Logo

Logo

LogoPost

Post

Post

Post

Story



 The team’s main expenses are materials, machining, competition expenses and

travel. We put emphasis on tools and materials as we consider them a longterm

investment both for the team and the sponsors. The team gets to accomplish tasks

more efficiently with quality tools and the sponsor gets their equipment promoted

via word of mouth, team exposure and via social media.The building materials

required to build a Baja include billet aluminum, mild steel and steel tubing, and

various OEM parts. As for the competition, we have registration fees, and team

apparel with all the sponsors’ logos on it. Finally, to avoid charging its members for

participation, the team pays for the gas, hotels, and vehicle rentals during the

competition in the United States.

BUDGET

Sponsorship levels may be

customized per a sponsor’s

specific needs. Donations

are also equally welcome,

for which tax receipts can

be issued. Donations differ

in that donors do not

receive any marketing

advantage.

COMPETITION

FEES ($5,000)

TRAVEL AND LODGING

(12,000$)

DESIGN AND

MANUFACTURING (32,000$)



MAIL
Concordia SAE

c/o Mechanical Engineering Dept.

1455 de Maisonneuve Ouest Montréal,

Québec Canada H3G 1M8

SHIPPING

 Concordia SAE

2100 Rue Bishop H-022

Montreal, Quebec

Canada H3G 2E9

Tel (Office)         514.848.2424 ext 7530

Tel (Shop)           514.848.2424 ext 2865

Email                    baja@concordiasae.ca

CONTACT

BAJA 2021-2022

@concordia_baja_sae

Concordia Baja SAE

https://www.concordiasae.ca/baja


